Many companies that were hit hard by the COVID-19
pandemic have seen recent and significant growth in their
market capitalizations. However, as Accenture’s new study
of businesses in Asia Pacific, Latin America, the Middle East
and South Africa shows, most are not recovering revenues
at a commensurate pace. This “growth-speed challenge”
is prevalent across 10 of the 15 industries we studied, and
the longer it persists, the greater the risk it presents. Some
companies, however, enjoy stronger prospects for accelerating
past competitors. What are they doing differently? Our research
illuminates a differentiated change agenda.
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This time,
it’s different
Many companies across Asia Pacific, Latin America, the
Middle East and South Africa have seen recent, strong
increases in their market capitalizations. These increases
reflect great investor confidence in their ability to
accelerate out of the massive crisis caused by COVID-19.
But recent Accenture research highlights a critical
warning sign: an unusual, widespread disparity between
market capitalization and revenue growth.

longer it persists, the less the chance that businesses will
be able to catch up before investors start questioning
their ability to do more than survive (if that) in the coming
years. According to the World Bank, the COVID-19 global
recession “will be the most severe since World War II and
is expected to trigger per capita GDP contractions in the
largest share of economies since 1870.1”

We call this phenomenon the “growth-speed challenge”
(Figure 1). We found it to be prevalent in 10 of the 15
industries we included in our study (Figure 2). And the
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Figure

01
The current crisis is posing a
growth-speed challenge

25%

23.7%

The growth-speed challenge*: Median
revenue growth vs. Median market
capitalization growth

Source: S&P Capital IQ, Accenture Research.
Based on revenue consensus forecast as of April 30, 2021;
Market capitalization is calculated based on actuals as of
March 31 of every year.
*Growth-speed challenge is measured as market
capitalization growth over revenue growth.
**CAGR for 2007-2017 is based on 1,368 companies from
Asia Pacific, Latin America, Middle East and South Africa as
not all companies in our sample (2017-2021) were publicly
listed in 2007.
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20%

Growth trajectory

(Sample of 1,391 companies across Asia Pacific,
Latin America, Middle East and South Africa)

3.7x

15%

1.4x

10%

0.9x
7.1%

5%

4.2%
0%

Revenue
growth

9.8%

6.4%

4.0%

2007-2017**

2017-2019

Market
capitalization
growth

2019-2021e
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Figure

02
In 10 of 15 industries,
companies are thriving on
investor confidence, not
on revenues
Growth in revenue vs. Growth in
market capitalization, 2019 to 2021e
(Sample of 1,391 companies across Asia Pacific,
Latin America, Middle East and South Africa)

Source: S&P Capital IQ, Accenture Research.
*Based on revenue consensus forecast as of April 30, 2021.
**Software & Platforms includes software, eCommerce, ridehailing, delivery, social networking, search, content, media,
gaming and online travel.
***Market capitalization calculated as of March 31 of every year.
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Critically, however, we also found that some
companies have avoided this challenge; they
are growing revenues apace with their market
capitalizations. What are these leaders doing
differently? To find out, we homed in on a small
group of them—27 organizations in total—and
studied their change activities in depth.
At first glance, we found that some of what
they’re doing looks familiar. Broadly, they are
tightening their cost structures, exploring
new ways of operating, focusing on market
opportunities and innovating to break new
ground. These sorts of interventions have served
companies well in past crises. Coming out of the
2008 global financial crisis, changes like these
even helped some underperforming companies

Copyright © 2021 Accenture. All rights reserved.

bounce forward ahead of competitors. (The
Appendix offers an analysis of the bounceforward interventions deployed during the global
financial crisis of 2008.)

foundations. In this way, they are taking into
account what shareholders want (increased
revenues) through the lens of what other
stakeholders need and are demanding.

But a closer look reveals that these companies,
which span a range of industries in our study, are
also doing something very different. Specifically,
they are prioritizing change interventions
that are: Responsible – by fostering positive
environmental and/or societal impact;
Intelligent – by enabling business operations
to be innovation-accretive; Customized – by
creating more connected and meaningful
human experiences; and Expandable – by
propelling new business creation using modern

Their differentiated change agenda, in fact, is
framed by these R I C E priorities (Exhibit 1). And
their results suggest an essential lesson: when
a company focuses on change that prioritizes
environmental and social impact, employee
empowerment, customers’ well-being and new
business foundations, it is more likely to be
able to drive superior performance. This is the
condition for getting ahead–and staying ahead–
well beyond 2021.
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Exhibit 1:

R I C E priorities to get ahead and stay ahead

Change that fosters
positive environmental
and/or societal impact

Change that enables
business operations to be
innovation-accretive

Change that creates more
connected and meaningful
human experiences

Change that propels new
business creation using
modern foundations
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Right focus,
right pace
Our analyses of 27 top performing companies revealed 12
distinct change interventions behind their R I C E priorities
(Exhibit 2). And although our experience in the marketplace
supported these findings, we sought to test them further by
examining the extent to which they were prevalent in the topand bottom-performing companies across our study sample.

Copyright © 2021 Accenture. All rights reserved.
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Exhibit 2:

12 change interventions
Responsible
Sustainable

Intelligent
Smart teaming

Customized
Reliable commerce

Expandable
New technology foundations

Adopting practices that strengthen
environmental stewardship (e.g., bringing
manufacturing closer to the point of
end consumption)

Enabling a specialized workforce to make
faster and smarter decisions (e.g., data
scientists collaborating with front-end
teams when needed)

Uplifting physical assets to meet new
“last mile” needs of customers (e.g., curb
side pickup, contactless operations,
and same-day delivery)

Leveraging modern technologies to power
growth opportunities (e.g., using cloud
to launch new products and services,
without legacy ties)

Transparent

Intelligent innovation

Secure experiences

New scalable assets

Ethical

Artificial Intelligence @ scale

Personalized solutions

New partnerships

Creating process transparency with
external stakeholders (e.g., enabling
consumers to trace the origin of goods
they are buying)

Conducting business based on a strong
code of ethics (e.g., ensuring decent
working conditions for employees of
main suppliers)

Copyright © 2021 Accenture. All rights reserved.

Using advanced technologies to drive
product/service innovation and
greater speed-to-market (e.g., through
automation and machine-augmented,
digital processes)

Combining the highest-quality, diverse
data with analytics and AI capabilities to
propel timely change (e.g., to detect faulty
products early)

Providing enhanced protection across all
customer touch points (e.g., cybersecurity;
protection of privacy and personal data)

Creating solutions that address customers’
physical, mental and relational needs
(e.g., tailored insurance products for
the elderly)

Investing in new, proprietary assets that
are scalable (e.g., car manufacturers
producing in-house batteries for
electric vehicles)

Committing to new ecosystem partners
based on “shared values” (e.g., airlines
and vertical farms creating healthier
in-flight meals)
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To do so, we first ranked the companies in our
sample on a scale of 0-5 based on their revenue
and market capitalization growth. We set the
bar for top performers at a score of 3.25 or
greater (resulting in a group of 335 companies).
Bottom performers were those scoring less than
1.25 (resulting in a group of 316 companies).
During 2020, we found that top performers
registered positive revenue growth (4.5%) while
bottom performers saw revenues fall sharply
(-8.7%). Top performers are also expected to
bounce forward in 2021 with higher revenue
growth compared to bottom performers (18.1%
vs. 3.6%) (Figure 3).

Next, we looked for mentions of the 12 change
interventions (Exhibit 2) in media publications
in 2020 versus 2019 for both top and bottom
performers. We found that the top performers,
across the board, had the highest media
mentions of those interventions (Figure 4).
Additionally, top performers had almost twice
the media mentions of 12 change interventions,
compared with bottom performers. The finding,
in this context, strongly suggests that a greater
emphasis on R I C E priorities is one likely reason
for higher revenue growth expectations in 2021
and beyond.
For most companies, the path to stronger
revenue growth will start by committing to new
change priorities, which need to be followed
through over time, not only during the crisis.

18.1%

expected
revenue
growth
For 2021, the market*
expects top performers
to grow their revenues
by 18.1% while bottom
performers are expected
to grow by only 3.6%.

*based on analyst consensus estimates.
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Figure

03
Getting set to bounce
forward in 2021

20%

Revenue growth (%): 2019-2021e*

15%

(Sample: Top performers: 335; Bottom
performers: 316**)

18.1%

10%
2019-2020

5%

3.6%

2020-2021e

4.5%

0%

Source: S&P Capital IQ, Accenture Research.

-5%

-8.7%

*2021e numbers are based on revenue consensus
forecast as of April 30th, 2021;
**Relative scoring based on revenue growth and
growth in market capitalization (Scale: 0-5).
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Top performers
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Figure

04
Total media mentions* of R I C E
change interventions (thousands),
2019 vs. 2020
(Sample: Top performers: 335; Bottom
performers: 316**)

60

1.9x
Total media mentions (thousands)

Top performers are more
vocal about the 12 change
interventions, compared
with bottom performers

40

2019
2020

20

Source: S&P Capital IQ, Accenture Research.
*Factiva-based on analysis of over 150K articles,
related to 651 companies from Asia Pacific, Latin
America, the Middle East and South Africa;

0
Bottom performers

Top performers

**Relative scoring based on expected revenue growth
and growth in market capitalization (Scale: 0-5)
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R I C E change
interventions
in action
Copyright © 2021 Accenture. All rights reserved.

Ultimately, we believe that these
companies are carving out their place
in the post-pandemic world through
their commitment to R I C E priorities.
A closer look at each priority, and at the
12 interventions that turn commitment
into practice, offers additional insight.
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Responsible
change
Change that fosters
positive environmental
and/or societal impact
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Creating societal value can drive shareholder
value. It is that simple, and that complicated.
Now consider what it takes to embrace
responsible change:
An overhaul of practices in the value chains
within a company’s control, to ensure that
they are sustainable, transparent and ethical.
Sustainable, for example, so that they may
bring manufacturing closer to the point of
end consumption. Transparent, so that
consumers can trace the origin of goods
they are buying. And ethical, so that decent
working conditions are assured, not only for
the company’s workforce but also for people
working for their suppliers.

Copyright © 2021 Accenture. All rights reserved.

Companies around the world are under
increasing pressure to conduct business in ways
that benefit the society at large. The implication
for business leaders is that new practices need
to be assessed more formally on those grounds,
with discipline and consistency. Mahindra Group,
for instance, is taking a lead in responding to this
new reality, by committing to “measure ‘social
impact’ as rigorously as financial performance”.2
But the reality is that most organizations are
just starting to pay attention to measuring and
reporting on non-financial performance.
Interestingly, many of the companies we
examined committed to responsible, intelligent,
customized and expandable change priorities
before COVID-19 hit. In part, they set themselves
apart from others—and set themselves up to
bounce forward—by remaining committed.
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Case study:

Sustaining a responsible
growth strategy
Wilmar International’s commitment to being a
sustainable, integrated agricultural and food
business has proven highly effective in fueling
long-term growth. During the pandemic, the
company’s leaders saw no need to compromise
on their approach.

Copyright © 2021 Accenture. All rights reserved.
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Wilmar is Asia’s leading agribusiness group,
with over 500 manufacturing plants and
an extensive distribution network covering
China, India, Indonesia and around 50 other
countries. Throughout the pandemic, Wilmar
has remained committed to a sustainable and
responsible approach across its value chain from
manufacturing to distribution and consumption.
In 2020, for example, the company built an
integrated fire-monitoring platform to help its
field managers reduce damage caused by fire.
The platform uses satellite imagery to capture
hotspot data, and automatically shares that
data with field managers using a web-based
instant messaging application. In 2020, a total

Copyright © 2021 Accenture. All rights reserved.

of 31 hotspots were detected around company
operations in Indonesia, with 27 fires recorded,
affecting an area of about 70.58 hectares. Quick
response efforts ensued, which helped mitigate
the damage.3

chains, and increasing recycled material use.4
Additionally, the company is committed to
conducting relevant social and environmental
impact assessment (SEIA) prior to all new
development and planting.5

In its efforts to protect the environment,
prioritize people and human rights, and fulfill its
responsibility to consumers and the marketplace,
Wilmar is also guided by its “No Deforestation,
No Peat, No Exploitation” (NDPE) policy, launched
in 2013 and updated in 2019. Accordingly, its
change interventions (uninterrupted during
the pandemic) include responsible sourcing,
producing environmentally friendly and
sustainable products, creating traceable supply

These efforts have yielded tangible rewards.
Wilmar has been included in the Dow Jones
Sustainability Asia Pacific Index since November
2020.6 And despite the strong headwinds of the
COVID-19 crisis, all core businesses reported
strong performance in 2020—a testament to the
strength of the responsible change the company
has embraced over the years.
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Intelligent
change
Change that enables
business operations to
be innovation-accretive
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Traditional support functions have become much
more prominent since the pandemic began.
Witness the severe supply chain management
issues that caused delays in food supplies, or
more recently, in COVID-19 vaccination rollouts.7
As we write, similar struggles are occurring in
a wide variety of sectors. In automotive and
consumer electronics sectors, companies are
experiencing serious imbalances in supply and
demand in chips. Meanwhile, online retailers
are facing fulfilment challenges resulting from
stressed inventory management, shipping delays,
disorganized return processes, and customer
service glitches that are frustrating buyers and
workers alike.
Prioritizing change that creates intelligent
operations – the type that makes data,
intelligence and insights available in an instant,
unlocking new sources of value across the
enterprise - is the key to a more innovative future.

Copyright © 2021 Accenture. All rights reserved.

Companies that have embarked on an intelligent
operations journey are engaging in smart
teaming – notably, bringing data scientists
to collaborate with front-end functions when
needed, to ensure that this specialized talent
is closer to the needs of end customers. For
instance, data scientists can improve targeting
within sales teams by applying new types of
behavioral data for promotional or ad campaigns.
Ultimately, this kind of collaboration will only be
possible when companies are prepared to break
down old organization silos and digitize their
processes end to end.
In addition, we see top performers embracing
new technologies to drive intelligent innovation
(e.g., using VR/AR to accelerate product
prototyping and testing) across multiple parts
of the organization. They can also combine
and coordinate data, analytics and artificial

intelligence (AI) capabilities more effectively than
others. By applying artificial intelligence at scale
using diverse data (including data from former
silos and from partners throughout their value
chains), companies can propel timely change such
as identifying faulty products before they reach
the market.
The lesson? By enabling a specialized workforce
to make faster and smarter decisions, and by
embracing advanced technologies and artificial
intelligence at scale, companies can adjust
to fluctuating conditions and make internal
connections to power innovation and enable
performance gains.8 In other words, they can
become future-ready. According to Accenture’s
‘Fast-track to future-ready’9 study, such
organizations are more agile, have better resiliency
and see better business outcomes than others,
including increased efficiency and profitability and
improved shareholder experiences.
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Case study:

Redefining the boundaries
of beauty with technology
Shiseido, a Japan-based multinational beauty
company, is using digital transformation to
become the number one data-driven skin beauty
company in the world.

Copyright © 2021 Accenture. All rights reserved.
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Since its inception in 1872, Shiseido has been
combining Eastern and Western philosophies
and innovation to create skincare, makeup and
other modern beauty products. Fast forward to
December 2019: the company started its nextgeneration factory, producing approximately 120
million of high-quality, medium-to-high-priced
skincare products. The new factory is known to
operate under an immensely clean production
set-up with IoT-enabled system that gathers realtime information on its operation and connects
this data to quality assurance.10 Shiseido plans to
open two additional plants in Japan before 2022.
These plants will be augmented with the latest
Japanese technology from advanced robotics to

Copyright © 2021 Accenture. All rights reserved.

artificial intelligence but will also depend heavily
on human intervention and craftsmanship.11
Digital transformation is part of Shiseido’s new
‘WIN 2023 and Beyond’ corporate strategy,
which is focused on promoting structural
reforms and strengthening its financial base
while continuing to aggressively invest in areas
that will become the foundation for long-term
growth, including branding, innovation, supply
chain and the future workforce.12 To accelerate
its digital transformation, Shiseido has formed
a joint venture called ‘Shiseido Interactive
Beauty’, which will focus on creating new beauty
experiences using enhanced digital marketing

powered by data and advanced technology.
This joint venture will include approximately
250 digital, information technology (IT) and
other skilled resources from both Shiseido and
its partner (Accenture), who will work together
to help strengthen Shiseido’s technology
infrastructure and develop fresh culture through
training and workforce upskilling.13
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Customized
change
Change that creates more
connected and meaningful
human experiences
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Customer experiences, taken as a whole, have
become increasingly homogenized. In large part,
this has happened as companies focused on
delivering convenience, widely adopting more
light touch service models.
But as customers increasingly look for solutions
that improve their well-being, the need to
create more differentiated experiences (while
sustaining convenience) is gaining urgency. As
Accenture’s ‘Business of Experience’ study found
in December 2020, it is time for business leaders
to acknowledge the shift in customer expectations
and shift their organizations to create new, more
connected and meaningful human experiences.
Some of the interventions we’ve seen emerge
in the past 18 months offer clues to this shift.
Notably, to fulfill the expectations of customers
who rely on ordering their goods online, some
companies are uplifting their physical distribution

Copyright © 2021 Accenture. All rights reserved.

capabilities (for instance, by providing curbside
pickup and contactless delivery) to ensure
reliable commerce, even during sudden peaks in
demand. The need to invest in service and delivery
resources as well as in automation is becoming
more apparent.14
Companies should further invest in creating
secure experiences for old and new customers
alike, for example by ensuring high cybersecurity
standards across all transactions. And, by
protecting personal data and privacy at all times.
Customer feelings are running high, especially
as requirements involving personal data are
intensifying. Consider the changes that restaurants
in countries like Singapore are facing to ensure
diners are fully vaccinated as part of new COVID-19
rules.15 In many cases, businesses need to train
their employees to conduct the necessary checks
and manage the safe distancing rules, while
delivering strong customer experience.

Additionally, businesses should seek to
differentiate their customer solutions with a focus
on personalized well-being. Think financial wellbeing (e.g., making financial services accessible
to elderly people) or responding to niche, or
less common lifestyle choices16 (e.g., genome
or microbiota-based products that cater to
personalized nutritional needs of each customer).
The implication is that business leaders will need
to rally the entire organization around customer
experience, not only by leveraging the capabilities
residing in customer-facing functions. This means
boldly reimagining their business to become an
indispensable part of customers’ new lives, where
connected and meaningful experiences are valued
above all else (we have come to call this approach
the ‘Business of Experience’).17
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Case study:

More than mobility
Automobile manufacturer Kia pursues an
enterprising ‘shift’ towards mobility solutions
that establish deep customer connections.
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In 2019, South Korea-based Kia announced a
partnership with Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) Media Lab to develop Real-time
Emotion Adaptive Driving (R.E.A.D.) System. This
would be a “world’s first” technology, aiming to
optimize and personalize a vehicle cabin space
by analyzing and reacting to a driver’s emotional
state through artificial intelligence-based biosignal recognition technology. In practice, it
would aspire to create a more joyful mobility
experience, for example by controlling various
vehicle functions, including light, sound, cabin
temperature, seat vibration and scent.18,19

Copyright © 2021 Accenture. All rights reserved.

Then, in January 2020, the company announced
plans to strengthen its brand innovation by
developing products and services that offer
new experiences for customers.20 At the core
of this strategy, which it calls ‘Plan S,’ is the
development of purpose-built vehicles designed
for specific applications such as last-mile delivery,
autonomous shuttles and chauffeur-driven luxury
vehicles. One example of this plan in action:
Kia’s February 2021 initiative to enter Singapore’s
last-mile delivery market.21 This pilot has been
undertaken with cold chain (temperaturecontrolled transportation) startup S.Lab Asia.

Additionally, to accommodate customers
during the pandemic, the company introduced
complete contactless and paperless aftersales
car service. Its ‘Advanced Pick and Drop’ feature
offers contactless vehicle pick-up and drop-off
with live vehicle movement tracking and SMS
updates at various stages of the service.22
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Expandable
change
Change that propels new
business creation using
modern foundations
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Business leaders often feel compelled to
prioritize investments in their core businesses to
protect their position in existing markets.23 While
some leaders see opportunities in new markets
created by industry convergence (e.g., postal
companies selling renewable energy services),
reality is that seizing them in earnest is very
challenging. Our research and experience show
that when companies make bold bets on new
businesses that require a different foundation
(such as cloud computing), they can leapfrog24
others. To help them scale new businesses
efficiently, they will also likely need to invest in
new scalable assets that are proprietary (e.g.,
car manufacturers producing in-house batteries
for electric vehicles). New ecosystem partners,

Copyright © 2021 Accenture. All rights reserved.

meanwhile, can open promising avenues to
innovation that creates benefits for many
stakeholders at the same time (e.g., airlines and
vertical farms joining forces to create healthier
in-flight meals).
The implication is that business leaders need to
pay more attention to defining the economic
impact that will emanate from adopting new
technologies, building proprietary assets, as well
as working with new partners, all of which are
critical to driving growth in nascent markets, or
even in existing business functions. For additional
detail, see our recent publication ‘Business in the
cloud: The future made possible’.25
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Case study:

Leveraging new
foundations for
future growth
Tata Steel, an integrated Indian
steel company that continues
to benefit from its technology
investments is now focusing on
new and allied businesses to
create future revenue streams.

Copyright © 2021 Accenture. All rights reserved.
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Tata Steel is a global steel producer with
presence in over 35 countries. 26 As such, it is
heavily reliant on on-site labor, remotely located
factories and complex global supply chains. And
in 2016, to improve operations, it embarked on a
digital journey with a vision to create an ‘AnytimeAnywhere’ work and compute environment.27,28
Specifically, it heavily invested in cloud, data
and AI, moving approximately 85% of its servers
to the cloud and rolling out its new platform at
the end of 2019. 29 It was fortuitous timing, as
the platform helped Tata Steel manage myriad

Copyright © 2021 Accenture. All rights reserved.

operational business challenges brought by the
COVID-19 pandemic.

30% of revenues from such non-core businesses
in the next five years.32

Further, the company makes investments in
scalable new business opportunities that open
new revenue streams, while complementing the
steel business. For example, its ‘New Material
Business’ (NMB) unit, set up during the financial
year 2018-19,30 focuses on building high-potential
advanced materials such as fibre-reinforced
polymer composites, medical materials and
graphene.31 Tata Steel aims to generate up to

Tata Steel seeks collaborative relationships with
ecosystem partners with those same interests
in mind. For example, Tata Steel Europe has
recently partnered with South Korea’s POSCO, to
develop steel and tube designs for high-speed
travel (Hyperloop).33
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Much more
than recovery
What has emerged out of this global crisis is a new world of opportunities.34 But
as a new economic reality takes shape, and competitive business and technology
pressures re-form, companies should avoid the temptation of “retreating” to
familiar, proven change strategies. Reverting to pre-pandemic standards will not
yield sustainable success in the years to come. Accenture believes that in 2021
and beyond, sustainable success will be determined by how well companies
execute on a differentiated change agenda. There’s no time for nostalgia for what
once worked well; business leaders need to learn to bounce forward anew.

Copyright © 2021 Accenture. All rights reserved.
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Appendix
In the wake of the 2008 global financial crisis,
22% of previously under-performing
companies in markets across Asia Pacific, Latin
America, the Middle East and South Africa, were
able to lift their performance to new levels. These
companies “bounced forward” from the crisis
and managed to sustain their strong market
performance until 2019 (Figure 5).
To find out how, we first took a reflective approach,
studying how over 450 companies across Asia
Pacific, Latin America, the Middle East and South
Africa, fared during the global financial crisis of
2007–2008 (see ‘About the Research’).
Then, for the 74 companies that bounced forward
financially (22% of the 344 companies that were
average or low performers in 2007), we examined
whether the actions they took helped them
become leaders in the following decade. Realizing
that they had, we explored their activities in depth.
In doing so, we identified two commonalities.

Copyright © 2021 Accenture. All rights reserved.

Specifically, we found that these companies had
committed to:
1. Innovating for the upturn
These companies invested in differentiated
assets—including intangibles such as patents,
trademarks and proprietary technologies. Between
2007–2019, they increased total investments
to 14%, with investment peaking in the years
immediately following the global financial crisis.
In comparison, others saw investments increase at
a slower pace (9%) in the same period.
Companies that bounced forward also made
global expansion a priority, entering new markets
via mergers and acquisitions. They created
fresh revenue streams by concentrating on
collaboration, forming new joint ventures and
partnerships. Finally, they took the opportunity
to divest subsidiaries to improve liquidity and
redeploy capital to strategic focus areas.

2. Reforming the core business
These companies focused on fundamentally
changing their cost structures and on making their
operations more flexible by design—notably, by
leveraging the best technology solutions available
at the time (e.g., implementing a modern ERP).
Such a change in cost structure helped them
improve their profitability over time. From 2007–
2010, the average cost of goods sold (COGS)
represented 71% of revenues for companies that
bounced forward. These same companies were
able to steadily reduce that percentage, bringing
down average COGS to 67% of revenues between
2016–2019. In contrast, Others were unable to
make fundamental changes (i.e., their average
COGS rose to 77% of revenues, from 76% during
the same period).
For companies that bounced forward, cost
transformation is a discipline, not a temporary,
crisis-driven concern.
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Figure

05
Twenty-two percent of
companies (n=74) bounced
forward in financial
performance following
the global financial crisis,
based on our research into
459 companies
Performance* shift between
2007 and 2019

n=459
115

n=459
112

67%

22%
344

347

2007

2019

(Sample of 459 companies)

Source: S&P Capital IQ, Accenture Research,
*Based on Accenture High Performance Businesses
Ranking methodology to categorize 459 companies
in Asia Pacific, Latin America, the Middle East and
South Africa
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About the research
This paper draws attention to four vital priorities that
have enabled business leaders to not only manage
the COVID-19 crisis, but also bounce forward and
stay ahead of competitors post downturn. The
underlying research study entailed three distinct
phases: The past (Global Financial Crisis), the present
(COVID-19) and the future (Beyond 2021).

Phase 2: The Present (COVID-19 Crisis)
•

•

Phase 1: The Past (Global Financial Crisis)
•
•

•

•

We created a dataset of 459 companies
headquartered in the Asia Pacific, Latin
America, the Middle East and South Africa,
with revenues over $1 billion;
Ranked companies against industry peers
for the period 2007–2019, using five financial
performance indicators; and
For companies that bounced forward, we
analyzed annual reports and earnings call
transcripts to identify the change agenda they
pursued during and post crisis.
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We created a dataset of ~1,300 companies with
revenue above $1 billion in Asia Pacific, Latin
America, the Middle East and South Africa; and
Analyzed companies in 15 industries by looking
at their growth in revenue (2019 over 2017 vs.
2021 over 2019) and market capitalization (Mar
2019 over Mar 2017 vs. Mar 2021 over Mar 2019).
Finally, we ranked companies based on growth
in revenue and market capitalization and
categorized them into top performers—score >
3.25 (n=335)—and bottom performers—score <
1.25 (n=316)—on a scale of 0-5.

•

•

•
•

For those 27 companies, we conducted
in-depth case study analysis to identify
distinct change interventions; 12 such change
interventions stood out.
We then mapped those 12 change
interventions to four priorities: Responsible,
Intelligent, Customized and Expandable
(R I C E).
Then, we developed customized search strings
based on 12 distinct change interventions.
Finally, we tested for the prevalence of the
12 change interventions on top vs. bottom
performers (identified in Phase 2) for both
volume and growth of mentions in media
publications, in 2019 and 2020.

Phase 3: The Future (Beyond 2021)
•

From our dataset of ~1,300 companies, we
identified 27 companies across industries where
the growth-speed challenge was minimal.
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